SUCCESS STORY
National Home Goods
Retailer Installs ODIN
Retail Enterprise Platform
to Fight Shrink

PROBLEM

The retailer operates large format stores and realized that it was experiencing high levels of shoplifting in
certain locations in its stores.

SOLUTION

The Advanced Wireless Communications team installed the ODIN Retail Enterprise Platform in
conjunction with wireless dwell sensors to alert store associates and managers via two-way radios when an
individual is excessively dwelling in the areas of the store most prone to theft.

RESULT

After installing the Advanced Wireless Communications’ ODIN Retail Enterprise Platform with
wireless dwell sensors, the store experienced a significant reduction in the tell-tale signs of theft such as
abandoned merchandise tags, price tags, and packaging. The retailer has expanded the solution to other
stores with high shrink numbers.

STORY

The retailer was already using AWR Advantage two-way radios in their stores to improve communication
amongst staff members. When Advanced Wireless Communications learned of the shrink issue they
proposed a test of the Odin Retail Enterprise Platform combined with multiple wireless dwell sensors
to combat the problem. The dwell sensors detect when someone is spending an excessive amount of
time in the areas of the store monitored by these devices. The dwell device sends a message to the store
associate via ODIN and the two-way radios. This enabled store associates to make their presence known
to the potential shoplifter in order to deter the theft. After the initial three months, store management
observed a drastic reduction in the tell-tale signs of theft. With this information in hand, the head of
store operations made the decision to expand the solution to additional high shrink stores in the chain.
Advanced Wireless Communications also provided reporting activity that displayed key data on the
activity level of the dwell units. This data provided valuable insights that enable store management to
optimize staffing and improve overall store performance.
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By making their presence
known, the store associate
can deter theft of a
potential shoplifter.

The dwell sensors
detect when someone
is spending an excessive
amount of time in
the areas of the store
monitored by these
devices.
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The dwell device sends
a message to the store
associate via ODIN and
the two-way radios.
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A store associate can
go to the alarmed
dwell area to assess
the situation and act
accordingly.
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The store associate can
help customers who
have questions or needs
help with hard to handle
merchandise.
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